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Abstract: The purpose of this study was to investigate the damage to the recreation activities in 
the disaster area concerned with the East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami (2011).
Generally speaking, it was said that the appropriate continuance of recreation activities was good 
for health.
The vinyl volleyball is one of the unique and thriving recreation sports, which was born in Miyagi.
 A lot of indoor athletic facilities had broken and they had lost the places and opportunities for the 
activities under the damage of the earthquake and Tsunami.
In the area, they were in need of the assistance for the recreation activities, because the 
interruption of recreation activities became the major factor of the threat of health.
However the earthquake and Tsunami brought them the unprecedented damage. 
Therefore, it was necessary to clarify the influence of it.   
 It held the questionnaire survey to compare for the difference of the conscious of the participation 
of the vinyl volleyball between the condition before the earthquake and Tsunami and the condition 
after that.
 Through the investigation in the survey, it had led the tendency that they wanted to satisfy the 
own movement, and did not expect to the cooperation with other enthusiasts.
 According to the analysis of frequency in this survey, a significant difference was observed in this 
part.
 It would be effective to promote the motivation of the participation in recreation activities to hold 
the assistance to the recreation activities in the disaster area.
 It might be important to consider the meaning of this survey, in the time of the planning to assist 
to the recreation activities in the disaster area in future.
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て行った . 震災前の 2010 年は 11 月１日に実施
し，179 名（男性 85 名・女性 94 名，平均年齢
41.0 歳 ± 8.81）からの回答が得られ，震災後
の 2011 年では震災のおよそ 7 ヵ月後となる 10
月 30 日に実施し，173 名（男性 74 名・女性 99





て は ２ × ２ 表 (Fisher's exact test) を 用 い た
度数の分析を行い，有意水準については，
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